Consumables for ATMs and Payment Terminals
Exatec ATM has a wide catalog of consumables for
the daily use of ATMs and EFT/POS, such as :







White thermal paper
Thermal paper with black mark
Personalized thermal paper
Impact paper
Ribbons
Cleaning products

Our range of consumables fit with all machines designed by the main ATM manufacturers :

The rolls of paper proposed by Exatec ATM apply
to all the technical and environmental rules and
are manufactured in the European Union with the
top quality specifications expected by our customers.

…as well as EFT POS :

You can order from one single unit till complete
pallets and Exatec ATM has a permanent stock
with more than 500 units for the best sellers references, offering an immediate availability for all
urgent needs.
However, it’s recommended to anticipate your
needs for 3 to 12 months, firstly to get the best
price per quantity, and secondly to use the cheapest transport method and avoid as much as possible the expensive air transport.
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Exatec ATM gives the option to personalize your
tickets to communicate to your customers with a
printed message or logo. This option can be part
of your business, re-selling the room on the tickets
to any advertiser who
wants to communicate
easily to many people.
The cost of this option
depends on the quantity of rolls and the
number of colors to
print, but this cost can
really become an income if you resell this
option.

All logistics data are provided on each specification
sheet with the weight of
the roll/box/pallet, the size
of the roll/box/pallet and
the number of rolls per box
and pallet. Thanks to this
useful information, you can easily manage your
forecasts and your logistics, saving a lot of time
and money.
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